
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
Pretty mean April Fool's joke. How about lockdown for another month? Indoor matches should be
cancelled and outdoor matches should have limited numbers. Check with the organizers before
heading out anywhere.

Since we can't shoot, may as well watch more videos. Here's some of people trying for cowboy
action shooting world records. This page has videos and a description of the standard stage they
have to shoot.

We've had all these rule reviews for the last few weeks so here are the 2021 pocket RO cards.
Cowboy is here and Wild Bunch is here.

Rule Review:

The following rule has recently had much discussion by both cowboys and Wild Bunch shooters. 
The same rule applies to both disciplines. 

On any one stage:

How many misses can you get?    Well, how many targets are there?

How many minor safety penalties can you get?    Well, how many brain fades can you have in a
short time?

How many procedural penalties can you get?    Aha, I know that one!  A shooter can only be
assessed one Procedural per stage.   Correct.

How many Stage DQs can you get?    Well, that seems an easy question.  Since it is a Stage DQ,
you must be only able to get one. 

NOT SO FAST.  You should only get one Stage DQ on a stage since you should be stopped as
soon as you have committed the Stage DQ.  However, sometimes that does not occur either
because the RO is not sure or because the shooter moves too quickly to be stopped, or the
shooter does commit two Stage DQs whether they're stopped or not.

Cowboy examples:

At the buzzer, a shooter, using a double-barrelled shotgun, picks it up and loads two rounds. 
While closing it they accidently pull the trigger, causing the first round to hit the ground 8 feet in
front of the shooter (SDQ).  The RO says “stop.”  The shooter then puts the closed firearm down
and releases it. (SDQ)

One that happened to me as TO - a shooter comes to the line with the rifle hammer cocked
(before the rule change). (SDQ) The shooter's shotgun is closed - upon opening it there are two
live rounds in it. (SDQ)

A Wild Bunch example:
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A shooter is shooting their 1911 at one position.  The instructions require them to move to a
second position where they must take their pistol, put it down and shoot their previously staged
rifle and then use their pistol again.  At the first position, the shooter loses count and shoots only 6
rounds and moves to the second position with the slide closed and the pistol loaded and cocked.
(SDQ) However, before they can be stopped, they arrive at the second position and put the
loaded, cocked gun down.  (SDQ)

In all these examples, the shooter gets two Stage DQs on one stage.  What does two Stage DQs
mean?
2 SDQs = 1 MDQ
 
 
You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still busy in spite of the covid induced slowdown. 

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Check with the clubs to be sure, pre-registration required
                          Wentworth Apr 4, Chatham Apr 10

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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